
           Mini Shoes 



Mini Shoes. Available Stock

 

Our Mini Shoes are affordable, fun and functional.
They’re the perfect starter shoe. Non-restrictive, easy to pop in a bag and take 
to granny’s house, or on the plane. They’re ideal for nursery or soft play. Flexible 
enough to nurture first steps, offering the right amount of protection for little feet 
exploring the world, the perfect marriage of barefoot and shoe.

Our pull on, stay on mini shoes are always free from appliques, sequins and 
beads which can work loose and become a choke hazard. The channel stitch 
construction means no exposed elastic to trap toes or nip skin and all print 
styles have always been tested by Intertek from bulk production to check 
there is no hidden lead, chrome, azo dyes, organotin compounds, 
phthalates, formaldehyde, or disperse dyes. Nothing says safe like a certificate. 

VEGAN SOLE: Machine washable at 30 degrees. Suited for indoor use only.

SUEDE SOLE: Spot clean. Suited for indoor and occasional outdoor use.

VARIABLE SOLE: Sizes 17-22 with suede sole, 23 & 24 with vegan sole.

Lemons
Poco Nido X Bonnie Mob

POCONIDO.COM

SIZES: 3-6m, 6-12m, 12-18m, 18-24m, Eur 21, Eur 22, Eur 23, Eur 24.

Pull On * Stay On. Suitable for all ages, all stages. 



Snails Beige

Poppy RedSnails Red
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https://poconido.faire.com

FIND US ON FAIRE. Use our personalised link for 100 Euros off your first
order and 1 year of free shipping. Also enjoy smaller minimum orders and
60 days payment terms when you shop via Faire. 



Chameleons Mint

Mangrove Crabs Mint

Mint
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Why Barefoot?



Navy

Leopard NavyPoco Nido X Bonnie Mob

Sunglasses
Poco Nido X Bonnie Mob

Constellations
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WANT TO BE A STOCKIST? You know you do. 
Send us an email eu@poconido.com
or apply via our website 
https://poconido.com/pages/ws-account-create 
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Steel Grey

Poco Nido X Bonnie Mob
Shooting Star

Poco Nido X Bonnie Mob
MultiColour Star

Mangrove Crabs Grey
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All our barefoot friendly shoes come with:
A wide toe box for natural toe splay and free joint movement * Zero drop to ensure
maximum connection with the ground * A slim flexible outsole, 6mm or less to feel 
the contours under-foot * No arch support inside to ensure immature foot muscles 
don’t get lazy.
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Lotus Pink Leopard Pink
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Lemurs

Badminton Pink

STOP. Abrasion is bad news for surface printing and canvas. To maximise the life of 
Poco Nido Mini Shoes they should not be worn for any activity where the toes 
might be dragged on abrasive outdoor surfaces- including crawling. Our guarantee 
will not cover shoes which have been used in this way.
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hello@poconido.com

Registered in Ireland: 697020
Registered in England and Wales: 09474998


